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(Flyers and applications forms are attached to this Grailvine. Limited spaces. Organisers who 
wish to organise Diamond Body Lotus Trainings please email swaser8@gmail.com)

A complete interview with Ananda Bosman, where he recapitulates the latest breakthrough’s 
that have been made in his furthering the interdimensional vehicle of the Body of Light, in 
the Diamond Body Lotus Training, is in the works and will be sent out in the next weeks. 
NOW, some 25 years since Emmanuel translated Ananda into another bodily form, using 
their ultraterrestrial translation technology, where Ananda was invisible to 4 others in the 
room, and with 20 years of teaching the resulting spiritual technology that resulted from this 
to hundreds of people over the world, in the Vortexijah: Light Body Starship Field Propulsion 
method — a completely freshly integrated form is now available, as the Diamond Body Lotus 
Training.
The interview outlines the breakthroughs, and significance of this ultraterrestrial spiritual 
technology, in our daily lives, derived directly from the Interuniversal Intelligences of the 
Emmanuel’s. 
Now utterly simplified, it is the only system to use genuine INTER-dimensional geometry and 
units at its foundation from the freshest cutting edge physics, as it is taught to the public… Yet 
maintaining its elegant simplicity in conveying and restarting this primordial technology for 
the individual, to unify all 8 polar opposites into one Unified Field Operator or Starship Lens 
and into the Lotus Hypersphere beyond the illusions of the dimensions:” true 
interdimensional AND interuniversal technology for mans re-realisation of Unity with the 
Cosmic Godhead.

With literally hundreds of techniques, meditations, exercises, and protocols, this completely 
unified method, stemming from the Emmanuel’s is the most advanced system available to the 
public today, of its kind. 
Not only in practical terms that one can use in ones daily life, but also in resurrecting the 
original roots of the Yogic alchemy at the genesis of history from the Manu-Emmanuel’s in the 
proto-Vedic era. The very stem of the Hermetic and Gnostic mysteries at their Primordial 
Foundation. As well as the utterly arcane tantric mysteries of the 33rd Buddhist Path, in 
Annutarayoga tantra and Ati Yoga… A form that resurrects the proto-Vedic technology of the 
Manu, instigated by Vajrananda and Padmasambhava. A secret reserved and revealed often 
after 40 years of practice. Clearly derived from the Rg Veda Diamond Body Lotus vehicle of 
the Manu.

HORAY — D’ARK ROOM RETREAT ON THE WAY
Ananda became the first post modern pioneer to crack the mystery of the darkroom 
technology that goes back to the proto-Vedic civilisations of our forebearors. Specifically the 
Manu-Salvana assisted him in unveiling this mystery, in 1992.
With these unveiling the Third Eye technology and Dream Yoga practice can extend the 
physical methods to the subtle and causal domains of the 3-in-1 Primordial Roots.
In the first quarter of 2015 Ananda Bosman will once again be personally guiding the 
Darkroom Retreat technology that he developed uniquely in 1992, with the inspiration and 
assistance of Salvana-Emmanuel, in cracking the Dark Room secret, by developing the 
precise neurological model by which the mystery could be unveiled, and Ananda became 
the first person in modern history to openly teach this technology to mankind.
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Ananda will go through the entire darkroom with the group, and take the Diamond Body 
Lotus protocols of practice to novel heights of Dream Yoga practice, and union of the 
physical-astral-causal trinity, into the Unity Self. 
This Darkroom group will need to be versant in the Diamond Body Lotus Training protocols 
of practice, as these are expanded upon in the darkroom, along with the special darkroom 
technology tools Ananda has developed to achieve maximum results in activating the third 
eye pineal gland and other bio-molecules of Shamanism.
Flyers and applications forms are attached to this Grailvine.
Since the new form of this Spiritual Technology was grounded in 2012, Ananda’s heart and 
Spirit is really with the Diamond body Lotus training, in this phase of life emanation. This is 
where one can give ones absolute best, with true compassionate sincerity.
It is at its utmost best, and it is the most important aspect in terms of clear spiritual 
transmission in personal practice, for extended application by others — transmission of the 
Manu-Emmanuel Key Precepts for our Age. 
It is nothing like ever before. There are 5 whole months of computer animations and keynote 
multimedia programming behind it, from 2012, and more update programming in the works, 
that increase its lucid realization.
It is concise and easy to integrate and the most advanced system out there. We will also be 
including iPad biofeedback tools in this training, which will make trinitization a practical 
science that one can also convey to those more sleeping, without the “spiritual syntax,” yet 
bridging midway, the spiritual seed-essence, in practice.

The 3x3 format of the Diamond Body Lotus Training is really wonderful in assisting its ready 
assimilation into realisation, and inspires people to practice inbetween sessions, and to really 
get a much more focussed beam.
Each 3 days gives much more energy than the sum of one 10 day training, when they are 
combined, with many more practical exercises, techniques, protocols, and meditations, to 
assist in the trinitization engine of our Body of Light Starship, or Unified Field Operator 
(UFO) 8Hz Lens of the Unity Self.

Starting to teach in the early 1990s, the first full 8-day transmission occurred 20 years ago in 
1994. A key training was the April 1996 time gate Light Body Starship Field Propulsion 
Training in Norway. Significantly expanded since that time, with skillful 3D computer 
animation programming and multimedia.
Now there is by far much more detail, and now hundreds of protocols, techniques, exercises, 
precepts, and meditations, which are also simplified via the new multimedia, enabling rapid 
comprehension and re-realisation, at the All-One Heart hands of the Unity Self. 
With the option of the 4th training, which transmits all 8/16 spins of the Utmost Ati 
Hypersphere, the absolute unification of the 7/12 dimensions into the Unityverse and 
Omniversal or cosmic vehicle of the 4-fold Godhead.

It is important vitally important for sincere people on the path of their re-awakening and 
those it will touch as a result of this. In downloading compassionate Awakening Dream 
precepts into our difficult in starting new cycle, where everything is more intense than ever 
before.
It is vitally important. And there will emerge some teachers from this, and this where our 
Grail Cup overflows the keys to others, and ALL our animations are given, with keynote 
slides, to those who participate in the 4th training... So this is a point in our life emanation 
teaching that our cup overflows the material into accessibility for all others who want to 
apply. That happens only some times in Ananda emanation.
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With the DBLT, we believe this is the most advanced system that exists in the public domain. 
And in the 4th training, all participants may choose to obtain the entire keynote multimedia of 
hundreds of animated slides as well as the hundreds of quicktime animations for use in 
teaching. Preparing others for the further emanational transmissions and practice and Manu-
Emmanuel precepts of the Awakening Dream cycle ahead. 
Hundreds of new 3D animations have been made for clarity, in the meantime.
Our keynote slide shows are significantly in a much more advanced state then they were in 
2005, for example. With a massive programming uplift.
In 2012 we spent 5 months on multimedia programming on these and new slides, on the 
fastest apple macintosh available, to give an idea. At times using upto 5 Apple Macintoshes 
concurrently to process all the computer animations and programming within the 5 month 
period.
The Unification of ALL 8 polar opposites in 8Hz compassionate love, with a foundation 
trinitization Light Body Starship Field Propulsion engine — a true fully grounded foundation, 
of 8-8-8Hz, in Love-Life-Light:

8Hz Head (amygdala bliss circuit to pineal gland)  = Light. Intellect
8Hz Heart (heart compassionate love to thymus)   = Love. Intuition
8Hz Life Core (prostate/utterus, plexus coccygeal) = Life. Instinct.

Being in all 3-as-1, in the immaculate emptiness foundation of the cosmos, that is indivisible 
with the One Sun Ocean of infinite bliss, the Primordial Foundation and rout of Self, is 
unveiled in its 4-fold Godhead nature: 

QUALITY    RG VEDA
Bliss     Soma
Being      Indra
Divine Intelligence   Vivasvan
Consciousness/Awareness  Agni 
     = SIVA

QUALITY    RG VEDA
Being      Indra  
Bliss     Soma   Universal Sum/Moon
Divine Intelligence   Surya/Savitar  Universal One/Sun
Consciousness/Awareness  Agni 
           = ISSA  = Seed Mantra: “AUMNamh SIVA ISSAnamh AUM”

The alchemical primal essence of this world and cosmic reality is the re-realisation of our 
indivisible unity with the All-Oneness of the cosmic Godhead (Maha Purusah/Manauvah in 
the Rg Veda). 
Issana/Isana is the All-One Spirit of the Cosmic Godhead, Maha Purusah, within the cosmic 
peoples called the KRISTInamh. ISSA-KRISTI, the true Christ is the cosmic people as All-One 
with the Omniversal Godhead, or Manauvah: the Manu of Manu’s, itself a OMniversal 
permutation of the All-One Maker, or All-One Manu, VisvakaraManu (Rg Veda 10.129)… 
AOM. See the Lichtfocus #44 and #45 for further details, especially issue 45 on the Purusah.

Furthermore, the Diamond Body Lotus vehicle will be essential in our future interfacing with 
the cosmic Other, the UFO Intelligences that are now engaging us, as the 8+8+8= 24 
Galactic Council, of the 432,000 Manusah or man-like species, personified as the 4x3x2= 24 
Galactic Council for our race. 
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Further linked to the Enead PraNava of Andromeda as the Council of 33 (complete as 36), 
encompassing the 32 races of earthman with its Superself AtiManu, which itSelf is the 4-fold 
Godhead and AUMN/MANU (32+1 = 33. 32+4 = 36), as the divine spiritual Intelligence 
that encompasses us and permeates us, since the energy in our body goes through the 
electron shells of every atom, as 4+3+2+1 for the first electron shell, and 4x3x2 = 24 
electrons for the second electron shell, as energy flows.
Long before the 24 Elders of the last book of the Bible, the Veda’s have the 24, the first Jain 
Divine Council was of 24. There are the 24 star kings of the Edda’s. The Galactic Council of 
24 is the 8+8+8 in us, as 8Hz is the compassionate love multiplying in the energy of re-
realisation 4x3x2 = 24, within and without. 

True cosmic disclosure is a neuro-Revolution and re-realisation of mankind in 
Compassionate Love. This is the alchemical age where this begins to twilight amidst post 
modern mankind.
As pioneers spearheading the Twilight with hands of the All-One Heart Mind.

Let us dance Forwards clicking into the Awakening Dream of our NOW AGE. Happy 
clicking:-)
In Golden Via Media.
—Ananda, March 21st, 2014

(Flyers and applications forms are attached to this Grailvine. Limited spaces. There are limited 
spaces available, so when you intend to come make sure you register.

Organisers who wish to organise Diamond Body Lotus Trainings please email 
swaser8@gmail.com)

FURTHER NEWS BOOMING INTO THE UNIVERSAL NEW
OVERVIEW: On February the 22nd, after a month of finishing our work on our “BoOM 
432Hz” project songs, AUManoid and I applied to participate in the Boom festival of August 
2014. 
Boom is something really different and a solution made by the young people of the NU 
generation.
2/22/2014 is the date given for the Viking Ragnarok, their equivalent of the Mayan 2012, as 
the “Twilight of the Gods”, that some interpret as the “Viking Apocalypse.” Since Apocalypse 
translates as “this is code,” this was a fine time to send our application.
With strict music rules, our 432Hz psytrance set is being evaluated for application by the 
boom team board. 
We have not got the go ahead yet. Please hold this in your prayers, as an emanation of 
Operation Unity of Emmanuel’s 432Hz/8Hz AUMega Music Revolution.
It appears the Boom festival people are the new emergence of the NU Spirit of our young 
generation in symbiosis with some of our leading pioneers. 
They are not hippies, they are not esoteric new agers, they are not green movement, or CND 
peace movement, they are not permaculture, or the eco movement, rave culture, or a 
classical music movement. But they are ALL of the above. It is unique. See for example:

http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/environment/
HEALING AREA: http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/program/healing-area/
WORKSHOPS: Liminal Village+ http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/program/liminal-
village/
THERAPISTS: http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/participate/therapists/
http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/program/
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What is amazing is that they are actually living what we were transmitted from the 
ExtraTemporal ETI Ptah/KhrAton in January 1997 regarding the AUMega Music Revolution 
up ahead, and what we engaged in Universal Dances, Berlin, but now realised en masse.

There can be upto 40,000 people coming to this event! Which is not just musical but has 
workshops, meditations, shamanic rituals, healing, and a host of other activities in synergy to 
the psytrance music and the ambient music ranges. 
This is exactly as the 1997 transmission of the new culture was shown to be by the 
ExtraTemporal Intelligences, regarding the AUMega Music Revolution. 
We now have to see for ourselves, how this is being realised, it is wonderful news indeed, in 
days filled with gloomy world news. Still we have to see first hand.
They even have a dance area for those who are physically handicapped so they can dance in 
their wheelchairs, and enjoy and celebrate the collective ritual, as Boom is seen as a ritual 
taking place over many days, taking 2 years of planning!!!
Special Needs+  http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/boomguide/special-needs/

Our introduction of the 432Hz and 8Hz musical tuning along with the 144bpm circadian 
tuning (psytrance std is 145bpm), is an epitome to expand greater neo-shamanic harmony to 
this New Generation, that are actually getting vital things together, like eco-energy systems.

Your prayers to/from/as the All-Oneness via mediate in this realisation.

You will be informed when our applications have been accepted ;-)
More dense details follow below, for those wanting to know more. 
DON’T MISS THE 432,000 WARRIORS OF ODIN, THE MANUSAH, OUR 432HZ MUSIC & 
THE GALACTIC COUNCIL CONNECTION Below, IT IS A UNIQUE DISCOVERY!

OTHER NEWS — NOT IN DEUTSCH (German translation may be coming late next week)
UFO DISCLOSURE EFFORTS ARE NOW IN A VERY IMPORTANT STAGE
At present there a novel projects being pioneering in establishing UFO/ETI disclosure for the 
world. The success of these operations of disclosure also effects our quality response in 
interfacing with the Cosmic Other, in Dialogues with the Cosmos.
PRG’s Steven Basset, now many award winning since his last historical making effort in 
Citizens Hearing on Disclosure in Obama’s press room last year, that is changing the world 
regarding the reality of our species being engaged by cosmic intelligences — now states that 
in just two months the Truth Embargo may be over, when the present Congressional Hearing 
project succeeds, enabling scores of dozens of military personnel to testify to their 
engagement with UFOs whilst on duty.
More Details Below.

DENSE DETAILED REPORTS ON THE ABOVE FOR THOSE WHO NEED TO KNOW 
MORE :-)

NU MUSIC THRESHOLDS BoOM-432Hz
This is the biggest growing music culture movement of history. More importantly it is one that 
is spiritual, and does not adhere to the mainstream slave music system, IT IS INDEPENDENT, 
and does not subscribe to visual pollution: Advertising. In previous years there have been as 
many as 40,000 people attending this event in Portugal!!!

We should explain the importance of this event in regards to the music industry and how our 
new generation has taken a new course on the historical topological floor. AUManoid, 
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Yohann Oetheimer, is taking his Anthropology in Psytrance culture. Possibly becoming the 
first professor Psytrance.
To understand the importance of this vast culture, AUManoid’s studies revealed that over 12 
CD’s are released in the psytrance genre PER WEEK. In Brazil over 200,000 people engage in 
these psytrance events.
The UFO, the ETI, the angelic, of course the shamanic, healing, new science, ecology, and 
the spiritual are central to this movement.

I will be applying to speak on the AUMega music tuning of 8Hz and 432Hz and the Future 
of Psytrance Culture, the global song and concert 432Hz for Artistic and Cultural Cosmic 
Contact with the Cosmic Other, and perhaps other themes such as the 107 Medicine Plant 
Goddesses & King Soma of the Rg Veda, and the Akacia Mysteries of Egypt.

It is truly vital that we listen to the younger generations. My first lecture at 16 on a stage to 
hundreds of people at the Findhorn community in Scotland, was precisely on this theme. We 
must keep in touch with this NU next generation, they are our future. And in terms of what 
the Boom people appear to have gotten together, they may very well be one of the first 
musical cultures that are ready to engage the idea of music, ritual and dance to engage the 
Cosmic Other. Certainly Extraterrestrial Intelligences, UFOs and time travelling, along with 
neuro-revolution, are common sound byte themes throughout the psytrance genre of music, 
already for some time.
There appears to be something truly novel and clarifying emerging here, truly fresh and with 
surprise. Although one can only be sure by experiencing it first hand.

BoOM 432Hz —  STEP TOWARDS THE GLOBAL CONCERT FOR COSMIC CONTACT
We use the project name “BoOM” to capture the tradition of Boom, and to the new OMega/
AUMega Music Revolution in unified synergy. 
Like the first 432Hz GOA trance mini party in Berlin, May 2000, held by Ananda with DJ Nki 
and Dj Cybersnack, was called OMega-432Hz (later properly arranged to AUMega, to 
capture the true complete 3-in-1 nature of the cosmic AUMkara Intelligent Ordering of 
Music of the Cosmos, governing the all the scales of universal intelligence, including the 
432,000 humanoid species [Manusah], and the 4x3x2 = 24 Galactic Council. 
In fact one of the songs to appear in BoOM-432Hz is our 4x3x2 Galactic Species.

Whilst these new songs have been quite some time in the making, during January and 
February AUManoid and Me have been further composing and mastering our NU set, to new 
levels of quality.

UFOM & A NEW HIGHER QUALITY MUSIC TRANSMISSION
I have transmitted to AUManoid the Keys of UFOM: Unified Field Overall Mastering, which 
use the sacred geometrical, genetic and universal constant numbers, and he like myself uses 
8Hz throughout, wherever there is an opportunity and space for 8Hz, 144bpm to capture the 
double circadian rhythm that tunes the time of all our organs. 
Psytrance has a standard of 145bpm, so it is in that tradition, and of course the 432Hz 
tuning.
We have finished my music set, finally, for application in the Boom festival (we are confident 
that our music is high enough quality to be accepted, for any time slot). My songs are still 
true to the traditional psytrance styles with highly specific rules (quite different to the rule 
governing my trance music. Example the song, The Enead, on the 2010 AUMega Music 
Revolution CD, is Twilight Psytrance, and Nasatyas on the same CD, is the classical melodic 
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trance style). And although it may not sound like it for older generations, psytrance can be 
much harder to compose than classical music. 
However, I am pushing the envelope of the psytrance genre in adding plenty of classical 
instruments in the composition of the song, using our unique pythagorean geometrical 
number symmetry for mastering (UFOM), logging into equal tempering tuning (Pythagorean 
tuning), by almost exactly perfect 432Hz, and a double circadian tempo of 144 bpm. 
Psytrance is a genre open to the widest expansions, and synergy of musical traditions.

Furthermore, our BoOM 432Hz project will be performing in 96,000 Khz to 192,000 Khz in 
24 bit quality, that is a 1000x plus, purer in high quality than mp3 which cuts off all low 
frequencies like 8Hz, also cutting all frequencies above 16.2 Khz, as well as amputating 80% 
of the musical information into oblivion.
Mp3 is an insult to music, and is worse than McDonalds junk food in terms of representing 
the actual music. CD quality is 44,100 khz in 16 bit. So our set either in 96,000 or 192,000 
khz (we have not decided yet), 24 bit, is many many times greater in quality than cd, making 
a universe of difference in quality sound experience.
Furthermore the cd chopping up of the sound due to the bit compartments of the songs thru 
optic recognition via laser is absent as well. In this way ALL of the 8Hz programming well 
come across strongly with the binomial fractal (Sierpinski and genetic symmetry) cascade 
mastering to boot. The psytrance musical 1/16th programming arrangement as std to its genre 
is also in the alpha brain wave range around 8Hz.

This is a very big festival, and a keynote spotlight for composers, with people from all over 
the world. So it is a big thing for the psytrance style of music and ambient style of musicians 
like me, to make.
It is the biggest historically growing music culture movement so far… 12 cds a week are 
published in the psytrance genre… So being accepted at Boom is like in old real rock n roll 
times (1970s, before total music mafia abduction and prostitution of the commercial music 
scene), appearing in the top 40 of the music charts.
Now in this largest growing music culture, the old music chart system has little to zero value 
or validity. Composers like Simon Posford of “Sphongle”, or “Infected Mushroom”, are paid 
10,000 euros an hour within the psytrance key events, to put this in context. It makes the old 
music system seem small. We do have an agenda in moving towards the Global Concert 
432Hz for cultural cosmic contact, as you know. 
Yes, there maybe entheogens like mushrooms, ayahuasca and co, there, but boom has a very 
special and realistically grounded approach to this, with a Healing Haven hospital, called 
Kosmicare. With 70 experts to assist people through difficult shamanic experiences — our 
new young generation are really getting it together… See:

Kosmicare+ 
http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/boomguide/kosmicare/

Also see: Art Installations http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/program/art/
Visionary Art Museum http://www.boomfestival.org/boom2014/program/visionary-art-
museum/

There are chill out areas, and wide variety of living art experiences, along with the healing 
and shamanic domains. In my presentation in the workshops spaces I will discus the future of 
psytrance culture engaged in the Global Concert for Cosmic Contact, as a synergy of 
different music traditions, and as the world first artistic and cultural effort to establish contact 
with the cosmic Other. It would appear that this new music culture and generation is one 
that is optimal for such ventures.
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The above, as we have stated in Dialogues with the Cosmos last summer and in our seminar 
in Weisbaden in November, will require us to create a European Civilian Foundation 
Network for Cosmic Contact, to establish such coordinated efforts culturally, artistically and 
essentially, as cosmic dialogues start to become ever more centred into the standard daily 
stage of man’s creative canvas and hygenics of co-creative well-being.
Coherent music of the heart at compassionate love, the DNA tuning, the universal coherent 
constant, and the geometrical constants that comprise the universal and cosmic symphony, 
which also holds central the tuning of mans maximum creative state of visionary inspiration 
— is the universal language with which true cosmic symphonic dialogue can take great 
steps.
Apart from also having their own radio and television, you can get a little sense into this 
totally NU generation movement, that is spiritual, shamanic, ethno, green, ecological, new 
energy, permaculture, artistic, healing, new science and wisdom, and music culture 
combined, in this video from the 2012 Alchemy of Spirit theme:

Boom Festival 2012 Film - The Alchemy Of Spirit (Part I of II)
Set during Boom Festival 2012 the documentary THE ALCHEMY OF SPIRIT tells the story of 
thousands of people from across the …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTrsenzgJCQ
Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e_IlHSSIvac

VIKING APOCALYPSE — TWILIGHT OF THE GODS
February THE 22ND & RAGNARUK — “432,000” MANUSAH ‘RACES OF ODIN’

Several Norse authorities have released the date 22, 2, 2014 as the date of the “Twilight of 
the Gods”. The date we happened to send our application.
That we unconsciously released our BoOM 432Hz with its song “Clarions” in the set, with 
the “Wake Up call” trumpet horn = clarions, is interesting.
In the Norse V. Edda’s, Grimnismal, it states that 432,000 Einheirer, or “warrior Sons of Odin” 
come out of the gates of Valhalla. They are the “Gates of Choice.”

In fact our 8Hz x 54 = 432Hz, is directly applied in this Nordic Hymn. For Grimnismal 22-24 
states that:

24. “800 Warrior Sons emerge from 540 Gates of Valhalla”.
—Grimnismal, 24

Hence the 8Hz(00) and 54(00) = 432(000) is symmetrically sealed as the same. The value of 
the verse, 24, itself is 4x3x2 = 24.
When this cosmic Odin is seen as Mannus, already well established in the Nordic and 
Germanic literature, Mannus as the Cosmic progenitor of Man (Ger-Mannus, Nor-Mannus, as 
the Germanic and Nordic peoples originally were derived by name)… the people of Mannus 
— a very interesting thing emerges.
In the Vedas, the Cosmic Star Adam, Manu (AtaManu), establishes the 432,000 Manusah 
manlike races. Here then, Ragnaruk is seen as the Cosmic Awakening:

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/weird-news/viking-apocalypse-end-of-the-world-
predicted-to-happen-on-saturday-but-dont-cancel-your-weekend-plans-yet-9138092.html

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/weird-news/viking-apocalypse-end-of-the-world-
predicted-to-happen-on-saturday-but-dont-cancel-your-weekend-plans-yet-9138092.html
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And for all kinds of discussions on this:
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread999036/pg1

432,000 Sons of Odin/Mannus, 432,000 Manusah from Manu, we have the same code. And 
AUMega Music Revolution uses this in music, inspired and instilled from the ultraterrestrial 
Manu with this author as a teenager contactee. A star code with a similar theme can be 
gleaned from amidst numerous cosmic contacts documented in post-modern history.
Thus the galactic and intergalactic cosmic awakening begins. 
It is the Clarion horn that awakens the 432,000 sons.
Let the Galactic Disco-Tek A-Tune A-NU :-)

Naturally the NU: New Universe, has been gradually absorbing our previous universal 
program into the Awakening Dream, it does not happen in a day. True Galactic Centre 
Conjunction was October 27th 1998. We had a UFO photo response that day here in 
Norway, at the Asgaardane. 
So 1998 true GC and Rg Veda; 2000 Sirius calendar galactic crossing; 2002 Great Pyramid 
code; 2010 Timegate (96-2010); 2011/2012 Mayan calendar; 2014 Norse Edda’s Ragnarok — 
all harbour the approximate period of transition in the computer code of our reality into the 
new Awakening Dream OS.
In 1988, the Emmanuel’s had this to say regarding the true nature of the Galactic Council and 
the Clarion Trumpet Call:

“The Galactic Council has always been in manifestation, in the Living Moment. There has 
always been a Trumpet Call, Sounding to awaken those parts of God to the reality of All-
Oneness. And then those that have heard have joined with the galactic centre. 
Some have chosen to move on. Some have chosen — in the All-Oneness State of 
consciousness, as God — to perform the Trumpet Call for all systems and beings within 
the galaxy. This is the Galactic Council. This has always existed, always will exist, and is 
always existing, NOW. 
“We of the Galactic Council, as We call ourselves in Earth term vibrations, are aware of 
our Unity with all things. But We are also aware of Our task in uniting the consciousness 
throughout the galactic patterns and ways and planets and systems, to be brought into the 
awareness that all is One, again.
 “That is the task and duty of the Galactic Council: to unite all apparent separate 
humanities, all beings, all different colours, all different flavours, all different 
complexities.”
~UNIT-EMMANUEL, JULY 1988. ‘THE TRUMPET CALL HOME & THE GALACTIC COUNCIL’, 
Chapter “Beyond Reincarnation” of Explorations Into All-Oneness: The Light Of Emmanuel, Aton 
Publishing 1992. New Updated edition 2014

GALACTIC TIDES JOIN THIS 22-2-2014 DATE
On the same date, 22-2-2014. Paradigm Research Group headed by Steven Basset, who 
founded last years historic Citizens Hearing on Disclosure, released the announcement of the 
next step they are engaging, with their Foundation now established, and the US state 
organisation coming into place. And further call to the global country networks of the global 
Disclosure wave in awakening mankind that we are being engaged by the Cosmic 
Intelligence. 
Leading to congressional hearings, where the testimony of former military personnel will be 
heard, and their safety ensured, as scores of dozens to hundreds of witnesses prepare to 
testify to this biggest Cosmic Secret now bursting at the seams into the awareness of man.
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This summer we shall be continuing our Dialogues with the Cosmic, which is the European 
Civilian Network engaging conscious interactive contact with the Cosmic Other. With 
success already last summer.
Likewise a Foundation for The European Civilian Network Foundation for Cosmic Contact 
will be established to further this process, with quality, coherence, documentation, and 
unanimous representation of our species, with a data base open to mankind.

In 1996, and again in January 1997, the ExtraTemporal UFO Intelligences beamed down into 
me (along with physical observed phenomenon), the model of the AUMega Music 
Revolution that is to use 8Hz and 432Hz in dance culture. The melody for our song 
Andromeda came from 2010 back to 1996.
The vision of that culture, of the mass of young people that were clear, and clean, turns out 
to be the psytrance culture, especially the clean quality one sees now at boom, at least from 
the outset.
Psytrance in Italy, is called “Alien Nation”, with the ETI as its icon. Psytrance in Brazil is the 
biggest on the planet, with concert-ritual events of as many as 200,000 people. With no 
violence, no police, not military, clean and ritual like manifestations. This is unique in 
history. Brazil is also the pioneering country to fully disclose its UFO documents through all 
military departments, and 16 hours of film of UFOs.
This is what the aware amidst our young generations have manifested, something that is 
spiritual, yet post-modern, ecological, green energy based, open to new ideas, and 
revisioning of the old questions with the new, environmentally aware, and has a sense of 
sacred in its departments. Looking back we can be proud of this emergence. For this are 
those who will be guiding our species into the future in the years ahead.

Not saying this is an ideal society, of course the full spectrum of the human character will be 
raising its head throughout. But it is now here. When this future was download to me by the 
Cosmic Intelligences, some of the areas they had me assigned to I went into with quite some 
hesitation. 
Our development of the Dark Room retreats, based on Manu-Salvana Emmanuel’s guidance 
in 1992, was especially aimed at bridging the divide between the apart outer and inner, to 
activate the third eye’s Endo-Huasca (endogenous Ayahuasca from the Third Eye of the body 
itself).
It is interesting that psytrance with cosmic themes is so large in Brazil, and concurrently that 
Brazil is also the first country to have engaged true disclosure through all Military branches, 
with some superb objective evidence, including landings and crashes, and direct contact 
with the Other.

We have spent many years preparing ourselves, and learning the skills we have need to learn 
to joint this culture, that has emerged from itself, in Spirit — something that we find all the 
more remarkable. To join the idea of the Global Concert 432Hz for Cosmic Contact into the 
first stages of realisation.
Our Psytrance music set BoOM 432Hz with lots of 8Hz throughout, and the sacred 
geometrical numbers used in the mastering throughout, so as to be in accord with the 
geometrical harmonics of the cosmos, the DNA, and our coherence consciousness and heart 
waves — has songs like “4x3x2 Galactic Races” that touches this theme of the Cosmic Union 
of the worlds of our cosmos.

As we are now going through the application process of the Boom Committee, we would ask 
you to hold this in your coherent thoughts, hearts, meditations and prayers, in light of the 
future of our Race in the Inevitable eventual Synergy with the Cosmic Other, not stepping up 
like no other time before.
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THE CLARION TRUMPET OF THE COSMIC INTELLIGENCE
NU EMMANUEL BASED NEWS AMIDST THE AWAKENING DREAM CYCLE 

We write with news an a wave of transformation emitting us like a clarion blast in a series of 
fields. These unique synchronicities of our exciting time, will be explored, in light of our 
work now unfolding.
New horizons in disclosure of the cosmic other, are emerging. We are now stepping towards 
interaction with our 432AUMega Music Revolution with the largest growing music culture of 
history in our youth, with an eye on The Global Concert 432Hz for Cosmic Contact, ahead 
for our species. And helped by civilian unity units training to Dialogue with the Cosmos.

Today, as I start writing on this zine, it is the 60th anniversary of the Eisenhower landing of the 
“Aetherians” at Edwards Air Force Base (Muroc dry lake), on February 20th 1954.
When we wrote our book The Alien Presence: The Evidence for Government Contact With 
Alien Life Forms, from 1990-92, it was very difficult task to unearth documentation on this 
and related events, with no internet… 
But an obsessed 20-22 year old, fresh from contact with the Other and prodded by them in 
detective working through the details to the macro montage picture they implicate, persisted 
in 12-14 hour work shifts of hard research, through libraries, second hand bookshops, and 
the generous use of private libraries and research sponsorship of hard to get documentary 
research materials —  in pushing the envelop forwards, documenting this historical contact 
period of the 1950s by the cosmic intelligence. 
This following the Copenhagen press conference of disclosure on “JFK and the Alien 
Presence”, attended by over 70+ journalists leading to television appearances including on 
the Danish Kanal plus 9 o clock news January 1990.

I came to this realisation today, when our daughter, proclaimed out aloud out from nowhere 
“three three three”, and then repeated “3 3 3”. 
Surprised since I have never told her anything about DAL-333 (the ETI portal here in Valdres, 
Norway), that also has a sacred geometrical layout associated to the Norwegian pentagram of 
King Olaf, that has ratios of 333 miles, and long before I knew this our “ETI” mentors in 1991 
told us the name for this Nordic Portal station was DAL-333 (the star Lotus of 333 in essence) 
— I asked Clair what she meant.
She then went into her birthday tent and gave me two birthday blowers, inflatable trumpets 
that one blows and they make the noise proclaiming birthday… Suddenly it dawned on me, 
in a flash, that this was the 60th Anniversary of the Eisenhower meeting with the Galactic 
Council and Intergalactic Confederation. This had been furthest from my mind, which had 
been occupying things musical.

60 Years is a very important cycle called a Trigone cycle, that is Saturn and Jupiter make 3 
conjunctions in respect to each other. 60x60 = 36000 years, the Babylonian Saros cycle, or 
Nebiru, and the Proto Vedic akSaara cycle also called Nabhi-Ru (star gate to the other 
universe).
In the Chinese system it is 5 x the 12 year jupiter orbit cycle, and the return to the same 
element. This is the year of the Wood Horse, like it was in 1954.

This in Mesopotamian is an ANU cycle. A true ANUversary, rather than a small annual 
anniversary.
This is the year of the wood horse, the horse that connects the star worlds and the cosmic 
tree of life in the Vedas. And in the astro systems it is governed by Jupiter.
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It is hard to believe that it is only 60 years since that landing and contact in 1954. The whole 
world has changed so much as a result of this and the events surrounding them before and 
after. Including the entire build up the NSA, as documented by US court of Justice court 
documents in our 1992 book.

This may turn out to become an even more important year than 2013 in regards to our ever 
nearing Dialogues with the Cosmic Intelligence engaging our planet, for eventual synergy.
Last year our European civilian Dialogues with the Cosmos which drew successful UFO 
sightings, interactions and dialogues that continue with some of the participants, came as a 
response in part to the history making Citizens Hearing on Disclosure April-May 2013, in 
Obama’s press room, in a 5 day congressional style hearing, giving the testimonies of 40 
military, intelligence and aviation personnel and researchers.
Founder of the Paradigm Research Group, Steven Basset, who coordinated this effort, 
likewise acknowledges this European contact effort, and now continues on with the 
disclosure process, relating that he intends to begin actual US congressional hearings by as 
early as March (our contention is April), this year. 
Meanwhile the Brazilian government and research community is gathering up their efforts to 
engage and inaugurate the United Nations citizens Hearing on Disclosure, where the UFO 
evidence and documentation demonstrating that we are being engaged by a cosmic 
intelligence will be presented by scores of highly credential personnel involved in this 
subject, which will tip the applecart of the world as we know it, and unleash a streak of 
liberty for mankind to gain the reins of this world again in true civilian hands, with 
sovereignty and mankind's dignity and grace with the cosmos.
~Ananda Bosman, February 20, 2014

CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ON UFO/ETI DISCLOSURE
Dear close friends.
Here are things that effect us deeply.
The Threshold is on. This is One of the most important efforts on this planet at this time. It 
may lead to a triple realisation beyond just the UFO... But it does lead to realisations that 
changes everything.... Threshold of the veil permeated for greater interfacing and Dialogues 
with the Cosmic Other.
In Golden Via Media
Ananda

PS we are in contact with Steven Basset, he states that should the congressional hearings 
succeed, the UFO/extraterrestrial Truth Embargo may be over... In 60 DAYs!!!

From: Paradigm Research Group <prg@paradigmresearchgroup.org>
Date: 18 March 2014 03:39:01 GMT+1
To: ananda8hz@gmail.com
Subject: PRG Update - March 17, 2014
Reply-To: prg@paradigmresearchgroup.org

For some months PRG has been planning the next move in the Disclosure advocacy 
process -- take the Citizen Hearing on Disclosure to Capitol Hill and secure the first 
congressional hearings on the ET phenomena since 1968. The launch of the Congressional 
Hearing Initiative (CHI) was set for March 31, 2014 because it is essential to get to the 
Congress before the political primary season is fully underway. Public support was key to 
keeping the process on track, and now the editing of the CHD footage is almost complete.  
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PRG has secured the $10K needed to produce and ship at that time approximately 1,000 
CHD sets (545 to Congress, 290 to CHD contributors, 100 to selected UN and US 
ambassadors, 65 to media and VIPs). National and international sales of the CHD DVD 
and Blu-ray sets will commence shortly thereafter. 
 
What is needed now are the funds to conduct a full throttle media campaign over the 90 
to 120 days PRG will be pressing  the Congress to take action - about $20K.  PRG hopes 
that one or two persons with the understanding of how important hearings would be to the 
Disclosure movement and the means to make it happen will step forward with the needed 
funding either publicly or privately to get the job done.
 
This will be  the most comprehensive effort ever attempted to get congressional hearings 
for the scores of military/agency/political witnesses ready to testify under oath to events 
and evidence confirming an extraterrestrial presence engaging the human race. The last 
hearing was in 1968. The timing for this initiative is ideal given the approval ratings for 
Congress are at historic lows and the members of Congress are beginning to finally 
acknowledge the serious abuses of power and secrecy by the national security structures. 
Congressional Hearing Initiative Advanced Preparation
Over the next two weeks leading  up to the Congressional Hearing Initiative there are a 
number of actions those interested in seeing the end of the truth embargo can take to 
broaden the support base for PRG's Disclosure advocacy work. These websites offer a 
number of options.  Obviously any and all link sharing is helpful.  
World Disclosure Day
At this site you and/or your organization can endorse July 8 as World Disclosure Day.
Exopolitics World Network
PRG is seeking volunteer webmasters to acquire, create and maintain a portal exopolitics 
website for as many countries as possible - one per country. Site names and URLs include 
the country name. Anyone interested with website skills and knowledge of the ET issues, 
please contact PRG.
Exopolitics United States Network
In like fashion PRG is seeking volunteer webmasters to acquire, create and maintain a 
portal exopolitics website for as many states as possible - one per state. Site names and 
URLs include the state name. Anyone interested with website skills and knowledge of the 
ET issues, please contact PRG. 
Fax On Washington
Drop in and visit the website that will help coordinate emails, faxes and tweets to 
members of Congress when the Congressional Hearing Initiative begins on March 31.
Disclosure Petition 
Drop in and visit the website where "Disclosure Petition VI - Congressional Hearings" will 
be posted on March 31 prior to being submitted to the White House website on April 10.
Citizen Hearing Foundation and the UN Initiative
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http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fr20.rs6.net%2Ftn.jsp%3Ff%3D001dbHprH4NosiO0AYflTubp_BfeDy_ACpP3w76uBNOw7_GLHek24Ums1BpwMAp7KrLAUvJhzkANv6LIUvLVjUQbSVAOnrYpMviaByLlwbZs7uy2c6xWGfLlko9B0kcIvbszwPgriLr8K9PWXUkEThUJHSiHwhQ_PTHyJN12DNG4-aW4YaSNsdYDw%3D%3D%26c%3DhxnOXthoUSA5h29n2VfksDqKrwx03R-ijMIydtr0I8KiYuTepN3EXg%3D%3D%26ch%3DKZDvruEMxc7IpREABRnOa1IjeWK8FXtKyTNaA9W-rWwTo0gae2YHsg%3D%3D&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEs-u8rE0kY4h0vPTYsAm5GCn15yQ


The Citizen Hearing Foundation website is up with information regarding a multi-nation 
resolution to the UN General Assembly calling for a UN backed world conference on the 
ET evidence. This will help galvanize the political media as well as the Congress, which 
would not relish being preempted by the UN on the extraterrestrial issue.

HERE IN NORWAY WE HAVE BEEN IN CORRESPONDENCE WITH STEVEN BASSET. SOME 
HOURS AFTER WE SENT OUR REPORT, ANANDA FILMED A MOTHERSHIP IN FRONT OF 
THE ATON INSTITUTE IN BROAD DAYLIGHT, IN COSMIC SIGNAL.
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